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Abstract
”Painting is an activity, and the artist will therefore tend
to see what he paints rather than to paint what he sees.”

E.H. Gombrich.
While general trends in computer graphics continue to

drive towards morephotorealisticimagery, increasing at-
tention is also being devoted to painterly renderings of
computer generated scenes. Whereas artists using tra-
ditional media almost always deviate from the confines
of a precise linear perspective view, digital artists strug-
gle to transcend the standard pin-hole camera model in
generating an envisioned image of a three dimensional
scene. More specifically, a key limitation of existing cam-
era models is that they inhibit the artistic exploration and
understanding of a subject, which is essential for express-
ing it successfully. Past experiments with non-linear per-
spectives have primarily focused on abstract mathemat-
ical camera models for raytracing, which are both non-
interactive and provide the artist with little control over
seeing what he wants to see. We address this limitation
with a cohesive, interactive approach for exploring non-
linear perspective projections. The approach consists of
a new camera model and a toolbox of interactive local
and global controls for a number of properties, includ-
ing regions of interest, distortion, and spatial relation-
ship. Furthermore, the approach is incremental, allowing
non-linear perspective views of a scene to be built gradu-
ally by blending and compositing multiple linear perspec-
tives. In addition to artistic non-photorealistic rendering,
our approach has interesting applications in conceptual
design and scientific visualization.

Key words: Non-Photorealistic rendering, Multiprojec-
tion, Non-linear Perspective, Camera model.

1 Introduction

Before a user can express a digital 3D scene using a
2D projection, he must obtain a good perception of the
scene himself. 2D projections, however, are the only
common way a user can currently explore a digital 3D
scene. While a linear perspective view certainly consti-
tutes a robust and well understood medium for exploring
and visualizing localized regions of an object, the model

can be restrictive for the visualization of complex shapes.
The user could then simply use many such disjoint ex-
ploratory images to express a 3D scene. It is, however,
neither spatially efficient nor aesthetically desirable to ex-
pect a viewer to percieve detail from multiple images: it
takes time and skill to understand such a scene since the
eye has to jump between the images and mentally stitch
them together. Industrial designers often have to take re-
course to turntable animations to display or draw atten-
tion to parts of their models, which could have been cap-
tured effectively in a single non-linear perspective view.

The goal of this work is to allow artists to explore, un-
derstand, and subsequently express 3D shapes in 2D im-
agery. To motivate this objective, we will consider three
pictures utilizing non-linear perspective projections.

Figure 1: Femme nue accroupie (P. Picasso,1959),
c©2002 Estate of Pablo Picasso / Artists Rights Society

(ARS), New York.

Figure 1 shows a painting by Pablo Picasso, which typ-
ifies his style of compositing different views of different
parts of a scene into a single projection. It is a perfect ex-
ample of a scene that can be visually thought of as broken



into disjoint parts that are viewed from different linear
perspectives and then patched back together. The choice
of view directions is entirely at the artist’s mercy. Note
the region around the hands that provides a continuous
transition of perspective from one arm to the other. In
contrast, the line down the middle of the face is a discon-
tinuous transition between the two sides of the face.

Figure 2: Tetrahedral Planetoid (M.C. Escher), c©2002
Cordon Art B.V. - Baarn - Holland. All rights reserved.

Figure 3: Pearblossom Hwy. No. 2 (D. Hockney 1986),
c©1986, D. Hockney, The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los An-

geles.

In keeping with the mathematical leanings of M.C. Es-
cher’s art, Figure 2 shows a continuous change in per-
spective across the scene. In contrast to the Picasso paint-
ing, the transition between the different projections are

gradual and continous, with localized regions of the im-
age adhering to an almost linear perspective.

Figure 3 shows a photomosaic by David Hockney,
where many linear perspective views capturing parts of a
scene have been patched together with intentional stylis-
tic discontinuity. Hockney has even described Pearblos-
som Hwy. as ”a panoramic assault on Renaissance one-
point perspective.” Hockney suggests that our actual ex-
perience of looking is better expressed by a collage of
photographs than by a single image: ”If you put six pic-
tures together, you look at them six times. This is more
what it’s like to look at [something].”

Most visualizations of a scene, scientific or artistic,
are compositions of regions that locally have linear per-
spective1. While the three pictures represent very dif-
ferent projective techniques, they all showcase the sig-
nificance of non-linear perspective projections as an ex-
pressive artistic tool. They bring to light the importance
of linear perspective as a powerful way to explore and
present parts of a scene, as well as the inability of a sin-
gle linear perspective to visually capture all aspects of a
complex scene. Using these images as our guideline, we
propose the usage of multiple linear perspective views to
explore a scene, as well as the construction of nonlinear
perspective visualizations of the scene from these views.

1.1 Related work
Non-linear perspective projections have been applied in
computer generated imagery for a variety of purposes,
that can be divided into the following main categories:
image warping, 3D projections, and multi-perspective
panoramas.

Image warping [3, 7, 22] is a popular technique for
manipulating digital images. Since this approach is in-
herently 2D, however, it limits the ability to explore dif-
ferent viewpoints and the spatial relationship between ob-
jects. View morphing as presented by Seitz and Dyer [19]
attempts to automate the interpolation of a viewpoint in
images to provide more natural morphs that have a com-
pelling 3D look to them. The problem of compensat-
ing for the distortion introduced by a perspective projec-
tion onto a curved object (such as an OMNIMAX screen)
[14] or planar screens for off-axis viewing [5] has been
researched. Zorin and Barr [24] have developed an ap-
proach to correct the perceived geometric distortion seen
in many photographic images by reprojection. Research
in the area of nonlinear magnification for the purpose of
visualization is well documented by Carpendale [4].

As an alternative, 3D deformations [9, 18] are widely
used for manipulating 3D geometry. For some appli-
cations, however, it is preferable to modify the camera

1 There are exceptions to this, such as historical Japanese prints done
using an inverse linear perspective.



transformation rather than to change the 3D shape of the
object being depicted. Barr [2] used non-linear ray trac-
ing to render deformed objects; an idea also applied by
Gröller [10]. View dependent distortions to scene geome-
try for animation and illustration have also been explored
[13, 17]. The distortion associated with 3D projections
has been utilized for artistic purposes by Inakage [11] and
Levene [12]. Inakage developed a library of esoteric pro-
jection tools, and this work was extended by Levene with
an interactive system for editing a non-linear 3D projec-
tion surface and the warped space around it. Further, Lev-
ene explored the spatial relationship in a 3D scene by al-
lowing different projections to be associated with indi-
vidual objects. The main limitations of these approaches,
however, are that they rely on a single center of projec-
tion, which can lead to severely distorted control lattices
(for example if the artist wishes to direct the viewer’s at-
tention towards a region of an object far from the center
of interest), and that the results of associating different
projections with different objects can be unpredictable.

Recently, non-linear projections have also used in con-
junction with multi-perspectivepanoramas. Inspired by
the compelling illusion of depth in classic Disney ani-
mations, Wood et al. [21] generated 2D panoramas for
predescribed 3D camera paths, achieving the effect of 3D
perspective as the camera panned across the panorama.
In a related technique, albeit with a very different moti-
vation, Rademacher et al. [16] generatedmultiple-center-
of-projection imagesby moving a camera along a 3D
path, sampling a 1-dimensional slice of a 2D panorama
at each point on its way. The aim of this work was to
provide a more flexible and efficient representation for
image based data sets. Peleg et al. [15] have generalized
the creation of mosaic panoramas from camera motion by
allowing them to be mapped on to an adaptively changing
2D manifold. Panoramas are an effective way of visual-
izing landscapes with a wide angle of view, or for unfold-
ing the detail of an object. These approaches are catered
to capturing imagery using real cameras. They are also,
unfortunately, not well suited to interactive manipulation.

The research of most relevance to this paper is work
on abstract camera models by Wyvill and McNaughton
[23] and the approach to multiprojection rendering by
Agrawala et al. [1].

Wyvill and McNaughton define an abstract camera
model using a surface in 3D from which rays emanate
in arbitrary directions. While the general model is very
powerful and conceptually simple, it is hard to specify
and control intuitively by a user and is difficult to imple-
ment interactively.

Agrawala et al. [1] use multiple linear perspectives
to define a scene. In their approach each object in the

scene is assigned to some camera in the scene and ren-
dered based on the linear perspective of that camera. The
rendering of all cameras in the scene are composited to
generate the final image. A visibility ordering is created
for the objects using a master camera and this is used dur-
ing the compositing stage. Conflicts in a clear visibility
ordering of objects are resolved at the pixel level by sim-
ple depth comparison. The use of linear perspective to
both explore the scene and to construct the nonlinear im-
age makes their system both interactive and easy to use.
While the approach works well for scenes with disjoint
objects with different linear perspectives, it would be dif-
ficult to construct scene visualizations of the kind shown
in Figures 2 and 3. The main reasons are the continuous
transitions of linear perspective seen in Figure 2 and col-
lage like compositing of camera images in Figure 3. Fig-
ure 1 could be generated with the technique if the woman
in the scene were carefully segmented into distinct ob-
jects that could then be viewed from different linear per-
spectives and composed to construct the image. Our ap-
proach will also use multiple linear perspective cameras
but objects in our framework are potentially influenced
by all cameras, yielding an interpolated virtual camera
whose parameters often vary across different points on
the object.

In summary, non-linear projections have been used in a
variety of contexts for visualizing 3D shapes, but existing
techniques are limited with respect to our goal of allow-
ing artists and scientists alike to intuitively explore, un-
derstand, and subsequently express or visualize 3D mod-
els in 2D images.

1.2 Overview
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents our model for the construction of a non-linear
perspective projection of objects in a scene using a num-
ber of linear perspective cameras. Section 3 describes
the implementation details and the user interface frame-
work that is crucial to the success of this model. Section
4 concludes with a discussion of the results obtained and
provides directions for future research.

2 Model for non-linear perspective

Let Ci represent the camera parameters2 [6], for ex-
ploratory view i ∈ 1, .., n. Let Mi represent the per-
spective projection matrix built from the parametersCi.
< x, y, z >= PMi represents the linear projection ofP
into canonical spacex ∈ [−1, 1], y ∈ [−1, 1], z ∈ [0, 1].

Given a viewport specification represented by matrix
Vi the resulting point in two dimensional screen space

2Example parameters that specify a linear perspective camera are
eye position, center of interest, up-vector, hither/yon clip planes and
focal length.



< xs, ys > is < xs, ys, zs >= PMiVi. Usually,zs = z
is the depth value of the pointP , unchanged byVi. We
extend the viewport transformationsVi so that the can-
nonical depth of a pointz ∈ [0, 1] is linearly mapped to
zs in an arbitrary, user specified range. While the rela-
tive depth values are preserved with respect to a single
perspective view, this allows the powerful visual capabil-
ity of intuitively altering the relative depths of points in
a scene as one transitions between the mutiple linear per-
spectives. It is through the depth mapping that visibility
in the nonlinear projection of the scene is controlled, both
automatically [1] and with user interaction. This will be
illustrated in Section 3.3 (Case Study II).

Now suppose that a normalized weight vector<
w1P , w2P , .., wnP > is specified for any pointP in the
scene. We define the projection ofP to be PMP VP ,
whereMP is the perspective projection of a virtual lin-
ear perspective cameraCP . The parameters ofCP are
obtained as an average of the parameters of cameras
C1..Cn, weighted byw1P ..wnP . Similarly VP is gener-
ated by weight averaging the affine components of view-
port transformationsV1..Vn with the weightsw1P ..wnP .

The rationale for generating an interpolated camera
and an interpolated viewport independently, rather than
simply weight averaging the projected points resulting
from applying each linear perspective camera projection
to P , is twofold. First and foremost, a number of camera
parameters are angular and are best interpolated individu-
ally using quaternions. Secondly, the camera parameters
have intuitive physical manifestations and their interpo-
lation can be better understood and controlled by a user.

We now have an abstract conceptual model for the gen-
eration of a non-linear perspective projection from mul-
tiple linear perspective views. One can observe that the
multiprojection setup of Agrawala et al. [1] is a special
case of this model where:

• The< x, y > viewport transformations of all cam-
eras are the same.

• The < z > mapping for all viewport transforma-
tions can be set based on the visibility ordering of a
master camera.

• wkP = 1, for all pointsP on an object, where the
object is being visualized by thekth camera,Ck.

In the next section we look at techniques and controls
that provide a compelling and interactive user interface to
the model described above. The generation of non-linear
perspective visualizations of a scene from multiple linear
exploratory views is thus made fast and easy to control.

3 Implementation

This section describes an implementation written as a
plug-in to the animation systemMaya 1.5. The ex-
ploratory linear perpective cameras are rendered using
OpenGL. These are composited into a non-linear per-
spective projection that is calculated and then displayed
in an orthographic GL view along with multiple translu-
cent red boxes that represent the multiple viewports in the
scene. The scene is lit in perspective space with the sur-
face normal at a pointP transformed using the projection
matrices computed atP .

3.1 User Interface

Figure 4: UI Framework (equal camera weight)

The basic user interface framework can be seen in Fig-
ure 4. A global linear perspective view (top-left panel)
shows the object in the scene as well as two exploratory
cameras. The views through the exploratory cameras can
be seen in thetop-right and bottom-rightpanels. The
bottom-leftpanel shows two square viewports for the two
exploratory cameras and the composite non-linear per-
spective view. The weights are set to be equal for all
points in the scene and thus the composite view is a linear
perspective projection as viewed through a virtual camera
placed halfway between the two exploratory cameras and
mapped to a viewport that is right in the middle of the
viewports of the exploratory cameras.

Exploratory cameras can be added and deleted at will.
Their parameters can be accessed by selecting the cam-
era from its icon in the global perspective view or directly
from its own view panel. The camera parameters can be
interactively manipulated directly using various camera
tools. The viewports are represented by boxes in the com-
posite view (bottom-leftpanel of Figure 4). These can
be interactively selected and transformed and the depth
of the boxes defines the range to which the cannonicalz
value of points is mapped.



We now calculate the weight vector< w1P , .., wnP >
for a pointP in the scene.

3.2 Computing the relative influence of cameras

F1
E1

E2

E3

F2
F3

Dropoff radius for 
positional influence
of camera1

Viewing frustum 
for camera2

Directional influence
of camera3>camera2
at point P

P

Viewing direction 
for camera2

Center of interest
for camera3

Eye for camera1

Figure 5: Camera parameters

We use two heuristics that result in smoothly varying
weight vectors for points in the scene.

• Positional influence : is based on the observation
that a local region around the center of interest or
focus of an exploratory camera is likely to be vi-
sualized using that camera. This is computed as a
radial dropoff function around the center of interest;
the intensity, radius of influence and decay rate of
which are under user control (See Figure 5).

• Directional influence : similarly notes that points
in the scene that are along the viewing direction of
an exploratory camera are more likely to be visu-
alized by that camera than points on the fringes of
the camera’s viewing frustum [6]. We compute this
as a prismatic dropoff function that decays from the
view direction axis to the extent of the trapeziodal
frustum that is obtained from the viewing parame-
ters of the camera [6] (See Figure 5). Once again
the intensity, radius of influence and decay rate of
the dropoff function are under user control.

Directional influence provides a number of useful sci-
entific projections like panoramas. Figure 6 shows the
same exploratory camera configuration as Figure 4 with
directional influence activated. The resulting non-linear
projection is a smooth panoramic transition from the view
of the bottom-rightpanel to thetop-right panel as the
viewport moves from left to right. Fish eye views can
also be obtained using directional influence for a planar

Figure 6: UI Framework (directional influence)

(a) Nose camera active

(b) Nose camera inactive

Figure 7: Refining the visualization (positional influence)



grid of exploratory cameras with parallel viewing direc-
tions (to simulate a real lens whose area is the size of the
grid). The distorted view of Figure 2 is a strong example
of perspective changing from principal exploratory views
based on positional and directional influence.

Positional influence provides strong local control and
is ideal for incremental local refinements of a non-linear
perspective using additional cameras. This is well illus-
trated in Figure 7, where adding a camera trained on the
nose corrects an otherwise flattened nose-ring.

Figure 8: Non-Linear perspective animation stills

In general, however, it is difficult to computationally
anticipate an artists intention for more stylistic visualiza-
tions (See Figure 1). The user is therefore able to paint
weight values for the various exploratory cameras on the

objects in the scene directly, using interactive brush tools
such asMaya-Artisan. User painted weights and other
heuristic influences are simply blended together and nor-
malized to generate the weight vector for any given point.
Figure 8 has examples of user painted weights applied us-
ing a stripe texture to the cheeks that causes the creases
above the mouth in the fourth image of the sequence.

For interactivity of the system we only project the con-
trol vertices of the objects. While this is an analyti-
cally precise operation for linear perspectives and poly-
gon based objects it is clearly a discrete approximation
for a non-linear perspective projection. The accuracy of
the projection can be simply improved by using subdi-
vided geometry that has a denser sampling of control
points. The implementation shows interactive update
rates while animating the camera parameters for objects
with thousands of polygons.

We now look at two example case studies that illus-
trate some of the controls described for the generation of
a non-linear perspective view.

3.3 Case Studies
Case Study I :We begin with a two camera panorama of
the head in Figure 9a, using a setup like the one shown
in Figure 6. The panorama is then stretched in Figure 9b
as a result of interactively moving the viewports of the
two cameras further apart. In Figure 9c a third camera
focused on the nose is added and its viewport stretched
horizontally. In Figure 9d this viewport is shrunk hor-
izontally and translated down. Note how the upper lip
pouts over the lower lip by reducing the z-depth of the
camera on the nose relative to the other two cameras. This
can be seen even better in Figure 9e where the viewport
for the nose camera is pulled out further and off-center.
Figure 9f shows the diversity of visualization that non-
linear perspectives bring. A fourth camera is added above
the head looking down with a strong directional influence
and weak positional influence. This makes most of the
head shown as viewed straight down the forehead, ex-
cept the eyes. Each eye is visualized by one of the side
cameras that focuses on them with a strong positional in-
fluence. The two ear like projections are regions of the
head on the fringes of the viewing frustum of the over-
head camera. The side cameras thus have more of an
influence on them. The nose is picked up by the cam-
era trained on the nose and the projection of the mouth
is a more equal contribution of all 4 cameras. Finally
Figure 9g shows the same camera configuration with a
lowered intensity of the various influences used.
Case Study II : Figure 10 shows a cube with 8 cam-
eras located at its origin and aimed at the corners of the
cube. Figure 11a shows a non-linear perspective projec-
tion with the positional influence turned up. The translu-



(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

Figure 9: Case Study I

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11: Case Study II



Figure 10: Case Study II: Camera configuration

cent squares are the 8 viewports. Some of them are hor-
izontally scaled by -1 to unravel the object better but are
also responsible for the twisted behavior of the orange
and royal blue edges. The relative depth of thepurple-
magenta-pinkcorner’s viewport is changed to make the
cube projection appear turned inside out in Figure 11b.
Note that the silhouette of the edges remains unchanged.
Changing the depth on thegreen-limegreen-bluecorner’s
viewport in Figure 11c results in a 2D projection of a 3D
projection of a tesseract (a common Escher motif, held
by the jester in his work titled Belvedere).

4 Conclusion

We have presented a new interactive approach for explor-
ing and rendering 3D objects. Our chief contribution is an
intuitive way for artists to experiment with a 3D subject
and subsequently convey it expressively in a 2D render-
ing. Aside from its applicability to non-photorealistic and
painterly rendering, the model has wider applications in
scientific visualization, where the limitations of the tradi-
tional linear perspective are well recognized [20]. Inter-
action of illumination models with such non-linear pro-
jections is fertile area for future research. In conclusion,
the approach presented in this paper marks a step towards
overcoming the limited expressive potential of existing
projection models. We hope that this work will motivate
further discussion and open the door to an interesting new
type of computer generated imagery.
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